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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1. The Contraband Cigarette Trafficking Act pro-
hibits the knowing transportation of “a quantity” of 
more than 10,000 untaxed cigarettes in the “posses-
sion” of unauthorized persons.  18 U.S.C. § 2341(2).  
The first question presented is whether multiple ship-
ments from different shippers may be aggregated to 
satisfy the 10,000-cigarette threshold.  

2. The Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act of 
2009 exempts UPS by name if its tobacco-delivery 
agreement with New York is “honored” nationwide.  
15 U.S.C. § 376a(e)(3)(B)(ii)(I).  The second question 
presented is whether substantial compliance is a pre-
requisite to this statutory exemption.  
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING AND  

RULE 29.6 STATEMENT 

All parties to the proceeding are set forth in the 
caption.  

Pursuant to this Court’s Rule 29.6, undersigned 
counsel states that petitioner has no parent corpora-
tion and no publicly held company owns more than 
10% of its outstanding stock. 
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RULE 14.1(b)(iii) STATEMENT 

Pursuant to this Court’s Rule 14.1(b)(iii), the fol-
lowing proceedings are related to this case: 

 The State of New York et al. v. United Parcel 
Service, Inc., No. 15-cv-1136 (KBF) (S.D.N.Y.). 

 The State of New York et al. v. United Parcel 
Service, Inc., Nos. 17-1993-cv, 17-2107-cv, 17-
2111-cv (2d Cir.) (judgment entered Nov. 7, 
2019, petition for rehearing denied Dec. 19, 
2019). 

There are no additional proceedings in any court 
that are directly related to this case. 
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI 
 

Petitioner United Parcel Service, Inc. (“UPS”) pe-
titions for a writ of certiorari to review the judgment 
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit. 

OPINIONS BELOW 

The opinion of the court of appeals (Pet. App. 
1a–114a) is reported at 942 F.3d 554.  The district 
court’s opinion on liability (Pet. App. 115a–351a) is re-
ported at 253 F. Supp. 3d 583.  The district court’s 
opinion on damages and penalties (Pet. App. 
352a–75a) is unreported but available at 2017 WL 
2303525.    

JURISDICTION 

The judgment of the court of appeals was entered 
on November 7, 2019.  Pet. App. 1a.  A timely petition 
for rehearing was denied on December 19, 2019.  Pet. 
App. 450a.  On February 13, 2020, Justice Ginsburg 
extended the deadline to file a petition for a writ of 
certiorari to May 18, 2020.  The jurisdiction of this 
Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1). 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY  
PROVISIONS INVOLVED 

Relevant provisions of the Contraband Cigarette 
Trafficking Act (Pet. App. 476a–83a), the Prevent All 
Cigarette Trafficking Act of 2009 (Pet. App. 
454a–75a), New York’s Public Health Law (Pet. App. 
484a–86a), and the Assurance of Discontinuance be-
tween UPS and the Attorney General of New York 
(Pet. App. 487a–509a) are reproduced in the Appen-
dix.   
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STATEMENT 

This petition involves the construction of two 
words—“quantity” and “honored”—in different fed-
eral statutes imposing liability on common carriers 
that deliver untaxed cigarettes.  Nearly $100 million 
in damages and penalties turns on the construction of 
these two words. 

The Contraband Cigarette Trafficking Act (the 
“CCTA”) prohibits the knowing transportation of “a 
quantity” of more than 10,000 untaxed cigarettes in 
the “possession” of unauthorized persons.  18 U.S.C. 
§ 2341(2).  Separately, the Prevent All Cigarette Traf-
ficking Act of 2009 (the “PACT Act”), which restricts 
cigarette deliveries by common carriers, exempts UPS 
by name from its restrictions—and preempts state 
laws covering the same subject—if a settlement agree-
ment between UPS and the Attorney General of New 
York “is honored throughout the United States to 
block illegal deliveries of cigarettes or smokeless to-
bacco to consumers.”  15 U.S.C. § 376a(e)(3)(B)(i)–(ii).   

Respondents the State of New York and the City 
of New York (collectively, “New York”) sued UPS un-
der these two statutes (and on other theories).  The 
district court ruled that, under the CCTA, multiple 
shipments of cigarettes could be aggregated to satisfy 
the 10,000-cigarette threshold.  Pet. App. 439a–40a.  
A divided panel of the Second Circuit affirmed that 
ruling, and almost $20 million in damages based on it.  
Pet. App. 68a–72a, 99a.  In addition, the district court 
ruled that UPS had not “honored” the settlement 
agreement “nationwide” because it had not complied 
with one of the AOD’s requirements as to twenty ship-
pers in New York—about 0.00125% of UPS’s domestic 
customers.  Pet. App. 395a–425a.  The divided panel 
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affirmed that ruling, and almost $80 million in penal-
ties based on it.  Pet. App. 46a–62a, 99a.        

1.  Congress enacted the CCTA in 1978 “with the 
aim of reducing evasion of state cigarette taxes.”  Att’y 
Gen. of Can. v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings, Inc., 
268 F.3d 103, 129 (2d Cir. 2001).  The CCTA makes it 
unlawful for any person “knowingly to ship, transport, 
receive, possess, sell, distribute, or purchase contra-
band cigarettes.”  18 U.S.C. § 2342(a).  The statutory 
phrase “contraband cigarettes” is defined as “a quan-
tity in excess of 10,000 cigarettes” that does not bear 
tax stamps required by state law “in the possession of 
any person other than” specific authorized persons.  
Id. § 2341(2).  In addition to imposing criminal penal-
ties, the CCTA permits state and local governments to 
seek relief for violations of the CCTA in the form of 
“civil penalties, money damages, and injunctive or 
other equitable relief.”  Id. § 2346(b)(2). 

In 2000, New York enacted its own statute in an 
attempt to prevent consumers from avoiding New 
York’s high cigarette taxes.  See N.Y. Pub. Health Law 
§ 1399-ll(1)–(2) (the “PHL”).  The PHL prohibits com-
mon carriers from “knowingly transport[ing] ciga-
rettes to any person in [New York] reasonably be-
lieved by such carrier to be” unauthorized to receive 
them, with deliveries to “a home or residence” pre-
sumed to be unlawful.  Ibid.  Violators of the PHL are 
subject to criminal penalties and a civil penalty of not 
more than $5,000 for each knowing violation.  Id. 
§ 1399-ll(5). 

UPS, a common carrier operating nationwide, 
adopted a number of robust changes to its tobacco de-
livery policies and procedures to ensure compliance 
with the PHL.  Pet. App. 142a–43a.  The New York 
Attorney General, however, was not satisfied that 
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UPS’s new policies were adequate.  In October 2005, 
to resolve this disagreement, UPS and the New York 
Attorney General entered into a contract known as 
the Assurance of Discontinuance (the “AOD”).  Pet. 
App. 14a, 487a–509a.  Through the AOD, UPS agreed 
not to knowingly transport untaxed cigarettes to New 
York consumers.  In addition, UPS agreed to take ad-
ditional steps to identify cigarette shippers, notify cig-
arette shippers of its tobacco policies, audit suspected 
cigarette shippers under specified circumstances, and 
impose progressive disciplinary measures on shippers 
that failed to comply with UPS’s policies.  Pet. App. 
495–501a.  UPS further undertook internal compli-
ance obligations, such as employee training, respond-
ing to inquiries from the New York Attorney General, 
and verifying compliance upon request.  Pet. App. 
501a–04a.  The AOD provides for a stipulated penalty 
“of $1,000 for each and every violation” of the AOD.  
Pet. App. 504a.  In periodic reports submitted to the 
New York Attorney General, UPS “confirmed that it 
would give nationwide effect to the AOD.”  New York 
v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 160 F. Supp. 3d 629, 651 
(S.D.N.Y. 2016). 

In 2010, Congress recognized two gaps in the reg-
ulation of tobacco deliveries.  First, the United States 
Postal Service was not subject to state laws regulating 
the delivery of tobacco products, and thus federal in-
tervention was needed.  See 156 Cong. Rec. H1534 
(daily ed. Mar. 17, 2010) (statement of Rep. Weiner).  
Second, state laws regulating the private carriage of 
tobacco products had been held preempted by the Fed-
eral Aviation and Administration Authorization Act of 
1994.  See Rowe v. N.H. Motor Transp. Ass’n, 552 U.S. 
364, 368–69 (2008).  Although the three primary com-
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mercial carriers—UPS, FedEx, and DHL—were par-
ties to tobacco-delivery agreements with New York, 
smaller common carriers were not. 

The PACT Act addresses both of these gaps.  First, 
it prohibits outright the use of the United States 
Postal Service to transport cigarettes by mail.  See 18 
U.S.C. § 1716E.  Second, it permits shipment of ciga-
rettes through common carriers, but imposes certain 
shipping, labeling, and recordkeeping requirements 
on “delivery sellers.”  See 15 U.S.C. § 376a(a)–(d).  The 
Act further requires the U.S. Attorney General to cre-
ate a list of delivery sellers of cigarettes who have 
failed to register with the federal government and dis-
tribute the list to common carriers like UPS.  See id. 
§ 376a(e)(1).  Common carriers are prohibited from 
“knowingly complet[ing] . . . a delivery of any package 
for any person whose name and address are on the 
list.”  Id. § 376a(e)(2).  The U.S. Attorney General is 
tasked with enforcement of the PACT Act (id. 
§ 378(b)), although States also have standing to pur-
sue claims under the Act (id. § 378(c)(1)(A)).      

Congress was well aware, however, that UPS, 
FedEx, and DHL were already subject to tobacco-de-
livery agreements they had entered into with the At-
torney General of New York.  The sponsor of the bill 
expressly acknowledged those agreements, observing: 

[I]t is already by agreement that UPS, FedEx, 
DHL, the major common carriers have said, 
You know what?  We think it’s wrong to be fa-
cilitating this by making deliveries for Inter-
net tobacco companies, so we’re not going to do 
it.  They’ve agreed to it.  It’s in place in all 50 
States. 
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156 Cong. Rec. H1534 (statement of Rep. Weiner).  
The PACT Act was therefore drafted after “careful[] 
negotiat[ion] with the common carriers, including 
UPS, to ensure that it [would] not place any unreason-
able burdens on those businesses.”  155 Cong. Rec. 
S5853 (daily ed. May 21, 2009) (statement of Sen. 
Kohl).  To that end, and “[i]n recognition of UPS and 
other common carriers’ agreements to not deliver cig-
arettes to individual consumers on a nationwide basis, 
pursuant to agreements with the State of New York, 
[the Act] exempted them from the bill provided this 
agreement remains in effect.”  Ibid. (emphasis added). 

The PACT Act accordingly exempts from its re-
quirements any “common carrier that . . . is subject to 
a settlement agreement” with state regulators.  15 
U.S.C. § 376a(e)(3)(A)(i).  The statute defines such a 
settlement agreement as a settlement “relating to to-
bacco product deliveries to consumers,” and “includes” 
the “Assurance of Discontinuance entered into by the 
Attorney General of New York and United Parcel Ser-
vice, Inc. on or about October 21, 2005 . . . if [it] is hon-
ored throughout the United States to block illegal de-
liveries of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco to consum-
ers.”  Id. § 376a(e)(3)(B).  Such an agreement also “in-
cludes” any “other active agreement between a com-
mon carrier and a State that operates throughout the 
United States to ensure that no deliveries of cigarettes 
or smokeless tobacco shall be made to consumers.”  Id. 
§ 376a(e)(3)(B)(ii)(II).   

Congress took additional steps to ensure that com-
mon carriers subject to such agreements are not un-
duly burdened by any further restrictions on their op-
erations.  The PACT Act therefore preempts state 
laws covering the same topic with respect to the com-
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mon carriers (including UPS) qualifying for the ex-
emption in Section 376a(e)(3).  See 15 U.S.C. 
§ 376a(e)(5)(C)(ii).  Thus, not only does the statute es-
tablish UPS’s exemption from the PACT Act’s require-
ments, it also shields UPS from comparable state 
laws, such as the PHL. 

2.  New York initiated this lawsuit in February 
2015 after an investigation into deliveries allegedly 
containing untaxed cigarettes made by UPS from a 
limited number of Native American reservations in 
New York to individual consumers.  Pet. App. 121a.  
New York brought claims under the AOD, the PACT 
Act, the PHL, the CCTA, and the Racketeer Influ-
enced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. 
§§ 1961–1968.  Pet. App. 121a–22a. 

UPS filed a motion to dismiss the CCTA claims, 
arguing that there were no allegations that any indi-
vidual shipment of untaxed cigarettes exceeded 
10,000 cigarettes.  New York contended it could sat-
isfy the 10,000-cigarette threshold by aggregating 
multiple shipments of cigarettes.  The district court 
agreed with New York, summarily holding that the 
CCTA “imposes no single transaction requirement.”  
Pet. App. 439a.   

UPS argued also that it could not be held liable 
under the PACT Act or the PHL by virtue of the AOD 
exemption in the PACT Act (and the corresponding 
state preemption provision); rather, UPS’s liability 
was to be measured by only the AOD because the AOD 
was effective during the relevant period.  In denying 
summary judgment, the district court ruled that UPS 
would lose the protection of the PACT Act exemption 
if New York “could present evidence creating an infer-
ence that the effectiveness of UPS’s policies is so com-
promised that these policies are not in fact in place.”  
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Pet. App. 424a.  Although the district court recognized 
that New York had “failed, at this time, to raise a gen-
uine issue of material fact” as to the applicability of 
the PACT Act exemption, it denied UPS’s motion for 
summary judgment and gave New York “an oppor-
tunity to make a supplemental factual submission” 
under this newly articulated standard.  Pet. App. 
424a, 426a.    

The case proceeded to a bench trial, after which 
the district court issued its opinion on liability.  The 
court found that UPS had knowingly transported un-
taxed cigarettes for seventeen shippers between 2010 
and 2015, and that UPS had failed to audit twenty 
shippers it had reason to believe were shipping ciga-
rettes in derogation of UPS’s tobacco policies.  Pet. 
App. 189a–90a.  The court thus found UPS liable un-
der the AOD for failing to audit those shippers.  Pet. 
App. 261a, 264a–65a.  The court also held that UPS 
was not entitled to the PACT Act exemption because 
of UPS’s allegedly “widespread and persistent failure 
to honor the AOD.”  Pet. App. 273a.  The court there-
fore held UPS liable under the PACT Act for deliver-
ing packages to shippers appearing on the Attorney 
General’s prohibited-shipper list, and liable under the 
PHL for knowingly delivering cigarettes to statutorily 
unauthorized recipients.  Pet. App. 290a–94a, 
296a–97a.  Finally, the district court held that UPS 
was liable under the CCTA for delivering untaxed cig-
arettes in multiple shipments that, in the aggregate, 
totaled more than 10,000.  Pet. App. 299a–303a.    

Following receipt of additional submissions by the 
parties, the district court issued its opinion on dam-
ages and penalties.  The court imposed four tiers of 
penalties.  First, the court imposed a $1,000 penalty 
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under the AOD for every package UPS shipped on be-
half of a shipper it had reason to believe was selling 
cigarettes, totaling $80,468,000 in penalties owed to 
the State.  Pet. App. 364a–65a.  Second, the court im-
posed half of the maximum penalties available under 
the PACT Act for each package shipped for a shipper 
on the Attorney General’s prohibited-shipper list, to-
taling $35,258,750 owed to the State and $43,091,250 
to the City.  Pet. App. 368a–69a.  Third, the court im-
posed half of the maximum penalties available under 
the PHL for each shipment of cigarettes to an unau-
thorized purchaser, totaling $41,410,000 owed to the 
State and $37,345,000 to the City.  Pet. App. 371a.  
Lastly, the court awarded New York compensatory 
damages under the CCTA in the form of 50% of the 
lost tax revenue, totaling $8,679,729 to the State and 
$720,885 to the City, plus nominal penalties.  Pet. 
App. 373a.  The total sum awarded against UPS was 
$246,975,614—nearly a quarter of a billion dollars.   

3.  The Second Circuit reversed in part and af-
firmed in part.  The two liability issues presented in 
this petition were decided by a divided panel. 

a.  With respect to the CCTA’s 10,000 cigarette 
threshold requirement, the majority held that “[t]he 
plain text of the CCTA’s definition of ‘contraband cig-
arettes’ imposes no per-transaction requirement.”  
Pet. App. 69a.  The court asserted that if Congress had 
wanted to “signify a singular shipment,” it could have 
done so expressly.  Ibid.  “It makes perfect sense,” the 
court reasoned, “to say that a shipper who makes 
more than ten 1,000-cigarette deliveries has delivered 
‘a quantity’ of more than 10,000 cigarettes.”  Pet. App. 
69a–70a.  In a footnote, the court acknowledged that 
“the aggregation principle creates certain puzzles or 
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anomalies,” pointing out that aggregation could retro-
actively criminalize shipments of less than 10,000 cig-
arettes after subsequent shipments were aggregated, 
and that the CCTA offers no time period over which 
shipments may be aggregated.  Pet. App. 70a n.26.  
The court dismissed those concerns on the ground that 
“this case does not present a close call.”  Ibid. 

With respect to the exemption under the PACT 
Act, the same two-judge majority held that the district 
court had correctly found that UPS had not “honored” 
the AOD, because UPS had failed to substantially 
comply with the contractual requirements as to the 
twenty shippers addressed at trial.  Pet. App. 61–62a.  
The majority opined that “the most reasonable inter-
pretation of the exemption provision is that UPS’s ex-
emption remained in place to the extent that UPS it-
self ‘lived up to’ or ‘fulfilled’ its obligations under the 
AOD.”  Pet. App. 50a.  The court therefore agreed 
“with the district court that UPS’s wholesale noncom-
pliance with the AOD means that it did not ‘honor’ the 
AOD and therefore forfeited its exemption.”  Ibid.  At 
the same time, the court acknowledged that “the 
PACT Act does not define specifically how widespread 
or persistent violations would have to be to justify a 
conclusion that UPS was not ‘honoring’ the AOD na-
tionwide.”  Pet. App. 56a.  It elected not to grapple 
with that problem, however, because UPS’s allegedly 
“flagrant and undisputed disregard of the AOD makes 
that question an easy one here.”  Pet. App. 57a. 

b.  Judge Jacobs dissented on these two issues.  

With respect to the CCTA, Judge Jacobs explained 
that the statute does not permit aggregation of multi-
ple shipments.  The statute’s language—“a quan-
tity”—is “read naturally to reference a single ship-
ment of more than 10,000 cigarettes.”  Pet. App. 110a.  
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That reading “fits the express purpose of the statute,” 
which was “to address the serious problem of orga-
nized crime and other large scale operations of inter-
state cigarette bootlegging.”  Ibid. (quotation marks 
omitted).  Judge Jacobs observed that “[i]f aggregation 
is permitted . . . , courts will be left to resolve difficult 
questions, starting with time period.”  Ibid.   

As for the PACT Act, Judge Jacobs contended that 
UPS “‘honors’ the AOD so long as it subjects itself to 
the terms of the AOD throughout the nation.”  Pet. 
App. 104a.  He relied on the legal definition of “to 
honor” as “to accept an obligation as valid.”  Pet. App. 
105a.  The majority’s contrary interpretation, Judge 
Jacobs opined, is “unworkable.”  Pet. App. 106a.  He 
explained that “if the applicability of the exemption 
were to turn on success of its interdiction measures, 
no one (courts, common carriers, states, or municipal-
ities) could know whether the exemption is applicable 
until vexed questions were sorted out in litigation.”  
Ibid.  Finally, Judge Jacobs noted that the majority’s 
interpretation permitting triplicative liability for the 
same underlying conduct was in conflict with its rul-
ing that the district court impermissibly compounded 
penalties in violation of due process.  Pet. App. 
107a–08a. 

c.  The Second Circuit unanimously reduced the 
penalties under the AOD from more than $80 million 
to $20,000, reasoning that because New York had con-
tended at trial only that UPS had violated the AOD 
by failing to audit suspect shippers—and in fact had 
“chose[n] to forego their right to seek penalties for 
UPS’s violations of other provisions of the AOD”—the 
penalties were capped at the contractual maximum of 
$1,000 for each unaudited shipper.  Pet. App. 68a & 
n.24.  The court also held that the district court had 
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abused its discretion in imposing cumulative penal-
ties on UPS under the PACT Act, the PHL, and the 
AOD.  Pet. App. 90a–99a.  The panel majority there-
fore vacated the penalty under the PACT Act, which, 
after other modifications to the CCTA damages not 
relevant here, resulted in the following judgment: 

 $20,000 in penalties to the State under the 
AOD; 

 $78,755,000 in penalties to the State and the 
City under the PHL; 

 $18,798,228 in compensatory damages to the 
State and the City under the CCTA; 

 $2,000 in nominal penalties to the State and 
the City under the CCTA. 

The Second Circuit denied a timely petition for re-
hearing en banc.  Pet. App. 450a–51a. 

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

This petition presents two questions that warrant 
resolution by this Court.  The first involves a statutory 
phrase that appears in many federal statutes and has 
implications far beyond this case.  The second con-
cerns the construction of a statutory exemption that 
refers to UPS by name.  

First, this case presents the question whether a 
plaintiff suing under the CCTA may satisfy the 
10,000-cigarette threshold by aggregating multiple 
shipments from different shippers across an indefinite 
time period, even though Congress nowhere expressly 
authorized aggregation.  The Second Circuit’s decision 
is squarely at odds with a legion of court of appeals 
decisions that read threshold quantity requirements 
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in criminal possession statutes to preclude such ag-
gregation.  The court’s novel rule presumptively re-
quires such aggregation unless Congress has ex-
pressly negated it, and introduces a panoply of vexing 
questions—as the Second Circuit itself acknowledged.  
This question is a recurring one, and the decision be-
low creates a clear split of authority.  In this case, 
nearly $20 million turns on the answer.  

Second, this case presents the question whether 
the word “honored” in the PACT Act requires a court 
to inquire into a carrier’s level of compliance with a 
tobacco-delivery agreement at the individual shipper 
level.  The PACT Act exempts by name the three pri-
mary commercial carriers (including UPS), and 
preempts all state laws covering the same subject 
matter (including the PHL).  But the court of appeals 
rejected the framework Congress enacted to regulate 
cigarette trafficking nationwide and instead substi-
tuted its own vision as to what paradigm of liability 
should control.  That interpretation presents a ques-
tion of exceptional importance.  In this case, nearly 
$80 million turns on the answer. 

I. THE SECOND CIRCUIT’S ENDORSEMENT OF 

AGGREGATION CREATES A CONFLICT AMONG 

THE COURTS OF APPEALS AND HAS NO 

STATUTORY BASIS 

The CCTA prohibits certain shipments of “a quan-
tity in excess of 10,000 cigarettes” that are in the “pos-
session” of unauthorized individuals.  18 U.S.C. 
§ 2341(2).  The court of appeals upheld the district 
court’s imposition of liability under the CCTA solely 
on the ground that the statute permits the aggrega-
tion of cigarette quantities across a number of differ-
ent shipments to satisfy the 10,000-cigarette thresh-
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old.  The court’s decision is irreconcilable with the gen-
eral anti-aggregation principles numerous courts of 
appeals have applied in interpreting parallel criminal 
statutes, and is inconsistent with the text and struc-
ture of the CCTA.  Review is warranted to resolve that 
conflict.  

A. The Second Circuit’s Decision Is 
Irreconcilable With Decisions Of Other 
Courts Of Appeals  

1.  At least four federal courts of appeals have rec-
ognized a general rule precluding aggregation in stat-
utes setting forth a threshold quantity:  “[W]here a 
statute imposes a quantity threshold for a possession 
offense, the government must prove that the defend-
ant possessed the minimum quantity at a particular 
time.”  United States v. Spears, 697 F.3d 592, 600 (7th 
Cir. 2012) (emphasis added), reinstated in relevant 
part en banc, 729 F.3d 753 (7th Cir. 2013).   

The Eighth Circuit’s decision in United States v. 
Russell, 908 F.2d 405 (8th Cir. 1990), is illustrative.  
There, the court addressed 18 U.S.C. § 1029(a)(3), 
which criminalizes the knowing “possess[ion]” of “fif-
teen or more devices which are counterfeit or unau-
thorized access devices,” such as stolen credit cards.  
908 F.2d at 406.  Although the defendant had pos-
sessed a total of 41 stolen credit cards over a 
three-month period, he had never possessed more 
than fifteen at one time.  Id. at 405.  The government 
nevertheless contended the statutory quantity thresh-
old was satisfied, insisting that while “‘possession’ 
must take place at a given time, . . . this does not limit 
possession to one instant in time.”  Id. at 406.   

The Eighth Circuit rejected that argument, hold-
ing that “separate and distinct instances of possession 
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cannot be combined in order to meet the minimum nu-
merical threshold.”  Russell, 908 F.2d at 407.  As the 
court explained, Section 1029(a)(3) “does not mention 
any time period.”  Ibid.  And “if Congress intended 
separate acts of possession to be aggregated, it could 
have easily stated ‘15 or more access devices during 
any 6 month, 12 month or any other time period.’”  
Ibid.  The court therefore “refuse[d] to rewrite the 
statute to permit aggregation.”  Ibid. 

Other courts of appeals apply the same rule.  
Thus, for example, in Spears, the Seventh Circuit held 
that 18 U.S.C. § 1028(a)(3)—which “makes it a crime 
to ‘knowingly possess[ ] with intent to use unlawfully 
or transfer unlawfully five or more . . . false identifi-
cation documents’”—requires proof that the defendant 
met this “quantity threshold” at “a particular time,” 
not aggregated over multiple instances.  697 F.3d at 
599–600 (alterations in original).  Similarly, the Sixth 
Circuit has held that a statute imposing a higher sen-
tence for persons convicted of “a violation of subsec-
tion (a) [regarding possession with intent to distrib-
ute] involving . . . 50 grams of cocaine base” does not 
permit the government to aggregate quantities across 
several incidents of possession.  United States v. Win-
ston, 37 F.3d 235, 240 (6th Cir. 1994) (quotation 
marks omitted) (citing 21 U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(A)).  And 
the Third Circuit has held that the government can-
not “combine weights from multiple distributions and 
discontinuous possessions” of heroin to meet a 
1,000-gram statutory threshold.  United States v. 
Rowe, 919 F.3d 752, 760 (3d Cir. 2019) (citing 21 
U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(A)(i)). 

As these courts have recognized, Congress may 
expressly override this default presumption if it so 
chooses.  See, e.g., Spears, 697 F.3d at 601 n.4; Russell, 
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908 F.2d at 407.  But unless Congress “specif[ies] that 
quantities may be aggregated over time,” the rule in 
these circuits is clear:  They cannot be.  Spears, 697 
F.3d at 601 n.4. 

2.  The Second Circuit’s decision turns this rule on 
its head.  While the CCTA also provides for civil lia-
bility, it is a criminal statute.  See 18 U.S.C. § 2344.  
And it criminalizes a possession offense, the violation 
of which turns on proof that a certain quantity thresh-
old is met:  Unstamped cigarettes are deemed “contra-
band” only if they are in a “quantity in excess of 
10,000” and “in the possession of any person” other 
than certain exempt individuals.  Id. § 2341(2).  No-
where does the statute provide that this “quantity” re-
quirement can be satisfied by multiple acts of posses-
sion over any given period.  Under a straightforward 
application of the rule that governs in other circuits, 
that would be the end of the matter:  Because the 
CCTA is a criminal statute that “imposes a quantity 
threshold for a possession offense,” proof of that “min-
imum quantity at a particular time”—and not aggre-
gated over some undetermined period of time—is re-
quired.  Spears, 697 F.3d at 600 (emphasis added).  

But the Second Circuit reached the opposite con-
clusion.  The court held that “[r]eferring to ‘a quantity’ 
of something does not, in common parlance, preclude 
aggregation.”  Pet. App. 69a.  Focusing on the CCTA’s 
failure to expressly “impose[]” any “per-transaction 
requirement,” the majority reasoned that if Congress 
had wanted to “signify a singular shipment,” it could 
have done so.  Pet. App. 69a, 71a.  And because UPS 
had “shipped more than 10,000 unstamped cigarettes 
in the aggregate” (i.e., over a period of months and 
years), the court held that the threshold requirement 
was satisfied.  Pet. App. 72a. 
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Thus, whereas other courts of appeals presume 
that aggregation is precluded unless Congress has ex-
pressly authorized it, the Second Circuit has now held 
that aggregation must be permitted unless Congress 
has expressly prohibited it.  The decision below gives 
prosecutors and plaintiffs virtually unfettered discre-
tion to combine unrelated incidents to satisfy statu-
tory thresholds.  This novel approach to quantity of-
fenses cannot be reconciled with the contrary rule 
adopted in other circuits—only this Court can resolve 
that conflict.   

B. The Second Circuit’s Decision Is 
Unworkable And Contrary To The Text 
And Structure Of The Statute 

The Second Circuit is on the wrong side of the 
split.  Its new presumption in favor of aggregation is 
inconsistent with the language and purpose of quan-
tity thresholds like the CCTA’s. 

1.  The text and structure of the CCTA demon-
strate the correctness of the anti-aggregation rule the 
Second Circuit rejected.  The statute refers to “a quan-
tity” of cigarettes in the “possession” of unauthorized 
individuals.  18 U.S.C. § 2341(2).  This use of the sin-
gular—“a” quantity—contemplates a single act of 
transportation, possession, or sale.  See Spears, 697 
F.3d at 600.  When Congress instead intends to permit 
aggregation over a specified time period, it says so ex-
plicitly.  See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 1611(a) (permitting ag-
gregation of quantities of timber on an “annual[]” ba-
sis); 18 U.S.C. § 1029(a)(2) (permitting aggregation of 
fraudulent gains over “any one-year period”).  Because 
Section 2341(2) of the CCTA contains no such express 
language, it should not be read to permit the threshold 
to be satisfied by combining disparate, unrelated ship-
ments across multiple days, months, or even years. 
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In fact, another section of the CCTA demonstrates 
how Congress could have permitted aggregation un-
der Section 2341(2).  Section 2343(b) requires any per-
son who “ships, sells, or distributes any quantity in 
excess of 10,000 cigarettes . . . within a single month” 
to submit a report to the Attorney General.  18 U.S.C. 
§ 2343(b) (emphases added).  In contrast to Section 
2341(2), Section 2343(b) expressly contemplates that 
shipments over a specified period (there, a month) 
may be aggregated to satisfy the 10,000-cigarette 
threshold relevant to that provision.  And the fact that 
Congress used such precise language there and pre-
scribed no similar time period for Section 2341(2) in-
dicates that Congress did not intend for shipments un-
der Section 2341(2) to be aggregated.  See Rubin v. Is-
lamic Republic of Iran, 138 S. Ct. 816, 826 (2018).  Ab-
sent such express direction from Congress, courts 
should “refuse to rewrite the statute to permit aggre-
gation.”  Russell, 908 F.2d at 407. 

This reading also accords with common sense and 
the evident purpose of the CCTA (and statutes like it).  
The CCTA was enacted “to provide a timely solution 
to the serious problem of organized crime and other 
large scale operations of interstate cigarette bootleg-
ging.”  S. Rep. No. 95-962, at 3 (1978).  As the dissent 
pointed out, the majority’s aggregation principle 
“would impose a penalty for shipping about one carton 
a month” for four years (Pet. App. 110a), even though 
the drafters of the CCTA intended to exclude “casual 
smuggler[s]” who “buy small quantities of cigarettes 
for themselves or their friends, and then transport 
these cigarettes into a higher-tax State” (S. Rep. No. 
95-962, at 6).  Permitting aggregation of multiple 
small shipments of cigarettes over an indefinite time 
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period contradicts Congress’s manifest intent to “con-
centrate” federal resources on “major traffickers,” ra-
ther than small-scale shippers.  Russell, 908 F.2d at 
407 (emphasis added). 

2.  The Second Circuit’s pro-aggregation rule also 
introduces myriad practical problems.  Pet. App. 110a.  
For instance, over how long a period may a court “ag-
gregate” various shipments of smaller quantities of 
cigarettes to satisfy the 10,000-cigarette threshold?  A 
month?  A year?  Ten years?  The court of appeals 
could not say.  Instead, it dismissed this problem in a 
footnote by claiming “this case does not present a close 
call” (Pet. App. 70a n.26), suggesting that perhaps in 
a different case, the time period for aggregation would 
be capped at some arbitrary limit, even though the 
Second Circuit could not say what that limit would be.  
That approach leads to unpredictable and incongru-
ent results.  It has no basis in the statutory text, and 
certainly no place in the interpretation of the federal 
criminal laws—where clarity is paramount. 

Other questions abound:  What if a Manhattanite 
brings one carton a week (200 cigarettes) from New 
Jersey to New York—does she become a felon on her 
fiftieth trip?  What if a carrier delivers “a quantity” of 
100 cigarettes, and then delivers a second quantity of 
11,000 cigarettes to the same address from the same 
shipper?  Is that one violation of the CCTA, or two?  
Did the first delivery become retroactively criminal 
upon completion of the second?  See Pet. App. 70a 
n.26.  Whether the facts of this case implicate these 
hypotheticals is irrelevant—any way the court of ap-
peals could attempt to answer them under its inter-
pretation would result in either inconsistent applica-
tion of the statute or irrational results.   
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Perhaps most perplexingly, the Second Circuit’s 
interpretation appears to place no restrictions on the 
number of shippers whose deliveries may be aggre-
gated to satisfy the threshold.  In other words, under 
the court of appeals’ interpretation, if UPS delivered 
twenty-five cigarettes a piece over five years for 500 
different shippers, that would constitute the transpor-
tation of “contraband cigarettes.”  See Pet. App. 72a 
(“[W]e hold that the CCTA delivery prohibition con-
tains no single-transaction requirement”).  The notion 
that in promulgating a criminal statute to address the 
trafficking of contraband cigarettes, Congress envi-
sioned aggregation of an indefinite number of ship-
ments from an indefinite number of shippers across 
an indefinite time period is beyond the pale.  See 
United States v. Brown, 333 U.S. 18, 25 (1948) (other 
canons of construction cannot “override common sense 
and evident statutory purpose”).   

C. This Issue Is Of National Importance 

The Second Circuit’s interpretation of the CCTA 
is clearly wrong, and it leads to results inconsistent 
with the apparent purpose of the statute.  In essence, 
every package a carrier delivers containing untaxed 
cigarettes, in the court’s view, becomes one phase of a 
continuing offense extending into perpetuity.  That 
stands in stark contrast with how courts of appeals 
have long interpreted similar statutes involving 
threshold quantities.  And it has severe consequences 
for every common carrier if shipping even small num-
bers of cigarettes that may eventually total 10,000 cig-
arettes exposes them to liability.  That is not the 
framework Congress enacted.  

The decision carries tremendous practical signifi-
cance.  By the Second Circuit’s reasoning, any number 
of shipments of cigarettes over any time period (and, 
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apparently, from any number of shippers) may be ag-
gregated to impose liability on common carriers.  This 
implicates the nationwide operations of all common 
carriers—small shipments of cigarettes from multiple 
sources will slowly add up over time, suddenly erupt-
ing in a multimillion-dollar case ($20 million here) 
that has nothing to do with the “large scale operations 
of interstate cigarette bootlegging” the CCTA was de-
signed to combat.  S. Rep. No. 95-962, at 3.   

Congress did not enact the CCTA so that plaintiffs 
and prosecutors could put each shipment of even a 
handful of cigarettes under a microscope for potential 
criminal liability.  Yet that is what the Second Cir-
cuit’s decision does.  That erroneous and outlier inter-
pretation of the law impedes common-carrier opera-
tions nationwide and warrants this Court’s review. 

II. THE SECOND CIRCUIT’S CONSTRUCTION OF 

THE PACT ACT NULLIFIES UPS’S EXPRESS 

EXEMPTION 

Congress expressly exempted UPS from the PACT 
Act if the AOD is “honored” nationwide.  Yet the Sec-
ond Circuit stripped UPS of that exemption based on 
an interpretation of this one word that is inconsistent 
with the plain text, irreconcilable with the PACT Act’s 
structure, and contrary to the statute’s history and 
purpose.  In the court of appeals’ view, UPS has “hon-
ored” the AOD only if it has “lived up to or fulfilled its 
obligations under the agreement” with respect to 
every shipper of the millions served by UPS.  Pet. App. 
50a (quotation marks omitted).  Because that errone-
ous interpretation disrupts Congress’s carefully con-
structed framework for addressing an issue of nation-
wide importance, the Second Circuit’s decision cannot 
be permitted to stand.  UPS seeks error correction, to 
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be sure, but of a most exceptional sort:  While Con-
gress singled out UPS for statutory protection by 
name, the Second Circuit has nullified that express 
exemption.  

A. The Second Circuit’s Decision Ignores 
Plain Meaning, Context, and History 

The PACT Act exempts from its scope any com-
mon carrier that “is subject to a settlement agree-
ment . . . relating to tobacco product deliveries to con-
sumers,” “includ[ing] . . . the Assurance of Discontin-
uance entered into by the Attorney General of New 
York and United Parcel Service, Inc. . . . if [it] is hon-
ored throughout the United States to block illegal de-
liveries of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco to consum-
ers.”  15 U.S.C. § 376a(e)(A)–(B).  And for those com-
mon carriers, the statute preempts any state law (like 
the PHL) “prohibiting the delivery of cigarettes or 
other tobacco products to individual consumers or per-
sonal residences.”  Id. § 376a(e)(5)(C)(ii).   

UPS is subject to one of the three named settle-
ment agreements specified in the statute.  And the 
AOD to which UPS is subject has, as it always has, 
nationwide effect and operation.  See New York v. 
United Parcel Serv., Inc., 160 F. Supp. 3d 629, 651 
(S.D.N.Y. 2016).  Under the plain meaning of the stat-
ute, UPS is not subject to additional penalties under 
the PACT Act (beyond those already set forth in the 
AOD), and certainly is not subject to a third layer of 
penalties under New York’s PHL.  The Second Cir-
cuit’s contrary interpretation cannot withstand scru-
tiny. 

1.  The text and structure of the PACT Act make 
clear that UPS is within the exemption so long as the 
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AOD remains effective and applies nationwide.  “Hon-
ored,” in this context, means “operative.”   

The clause providing that the AOD should be 
“honored” throughout the United States does not con-
template a stringent compliance-based inquiry; ra-
ther, “honored,” in ordinary legal parlance, means 
only to “accept an obligation as valid.”  Pet. App. 105a; 
cf. Honor, Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (de-
fining “honor” as “[t]o accept or pay (a negotiable in-
strument) when presented”).  Indeed, that is how Con-
gress has used the term in numerous statutes.  See, 
e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 1681a(l) (“any offer of credit or insur-
ance to a consumer that will be honored”); 48 U.S.C. 
§ 1921d(o) (providing that certain judgments not “be 
honored by the United States”).  Because when Con-
gress uses “terms of art,” it legislates against the 
background of “legal tradition” and the “cluster of 
ideas that were attached to each” term (Morissette v. 
United States, 342 U.S. 246, 263 (1952)), that settled 
meaning should apply here.  The AOD is “honored”—
and therefore falls within the definition of a “settle-
ment agreement relating to tobacco product deliveries 
to consumers”—so long as UPS accepts it as operative 
nationwide.  It undisputedly does.  See United Parcel 
Serv., Inc., 160 F. Supp. 3d at 651.    

If Congress had instead intended to impose a 
“compliance” requirement for the AOD exemption, it 
could have said so.  In fact, it did say so with respect 
to two other provisions in the PACT Act.  If the AOD 
is terminated or otherwise becomes inactive, UPS 
may nonetheless continue to take advantage of the ex-
emption if it “is administering and enforcing policies 
and practices throughout the United States that are 
at least as stringent as the agreement.”  15 U.S.C. 
§ 376a(e)(3)(A)(ii).  Similarly, a common carrier not 
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otherwise entitled to an exemption under Section 
376a(e) is still immune from civil liability if it “has im-
plemented and enforces effective policies and prac-
tices for complying with that section.”  Id. 
§ 377(b)(3)(B)(i).  Thus, where Congress wanted to 
condition liability on an examination of the actual 
business practices of a common carrier, “it knew how 
to say so.”  Rubin, 138 S. Ct. at 826.  The fact that 
Congress used such unambiguous language in these 
provisions, yet imposed no such requirement in Sec-
tion 376a(e)(3)(B)(ii)(I), is indicative of Congress’s in-
tent.  

Moreover, requiring only that the AOD remain op-
erative nationwide also comports with the legislative 
history.  See Bankamerica Corp. v. United States, 462 
U.S. 122, 133 (1983) (“If any doubt remains as to the 
meaning of the statute, that doubt is removed by the 
legislative history”).  When the PACT Act was pro-
posed, its sponsors—a New York representative 
among them—understood that in light of the agree-
ments reached between the three primary commercial 
common carriers and the State of New York, “the only 
[common carrier] who would actually be covered by 
this in a real practical sense is the United States 
Postal Service.”  Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act 
of 2007, and the Smuggled Tobacco Prevention Act of 
2008: Hearing on H.R. 4081 & H.R. 3689 Before the 
Subcomm. on Crime, Terrorism & Homeland Sec. of 
the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 9 (2008) 
(statement of Rep. Weiner).   

The PACT Act’s sponsor in the Senate specifically 
referenced UPS’s AOD with the State of New York, 
explaining that the statute “exempted [UPS] from the 
bill provided this agreement remains in effect.”  155 
Cong. Rec. S5853 (daily ed. May 21, 2009) (statement 
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of Sen. Kohl) (emphasis added).  The “honored” clause 
was therefore added to ensure only that the status quo 
at the time of the PACT Act’s enactment would be 
maintained, not that UPS would be required to satisfy 
some new, undefined standard of compliance or else 
face a cascade of layered penalties.       

Within that framework, it is plain that UPS is en-
titled to the PACT Act exemption as a matter of law.  
UPS is subject to the AOD, and that agreement is op-
erative nationwide.  While the remedies available un-
der the AOD apply only to deliveries made in New 
York, the obligations under the AOD apply regardless 
of where the deliveries are made.  Pet. App. 
494a–502a.  UPS is thus not subject to compounding 
penalties under the PACT Act or the PHL. 

2.  Discounting or disregarding the genesis and 
structure of the PACT Act exemption, the Second Cir-
cuit held that UPS would be entitled to the exemption 
only if UPS “substantially complies with the AOD” 
(i.e., “fulfills” its obligations).  Pet. App. 61a.  On the 
basis of the district court’s findings that UPS had not 
done so with respect to just twenty shippers in New 
York (a minuscule fraction of UPS’s accounts nation-
wide), the court affirmed (as modified) a judgment im-
posing penalties of nearly $80 million.   

The Second Circuit’s construction of the statute is 
untenable.  The PACT Act says nothing about 
whether UPS has “fulfill[ed]” its obligations under the 
AOD.  Rather, the statute says only that the AOD 
must be “honored”—that is, “accept[ed] . . . as valid.”  
Pet. App. 105a.  Worse still, recognizing that requiring 
absolute compliance would make no sense, the court 
of appeals limited its ruling to situations in which 
there is evidence of “wholesale noncompliance” with a 
specified settlement.  Pet. App. 50a.  Setting aside 
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that the Second Circuit’s definition of “wholesale non-
compliance” apparently is satisfied by evidence re-
garding just twenty shippers in a single State, the 
court’s interpretation also literally writes new words 
into the statute, an exercise flatly prohibited by this 
Court.  See Lamie v. U.S. Tr., 540 U.S. 526, 538 (2004) 
(a court may not “read an absent word into the stat-
ute”).  And it ignores that the AOD is itself enforceable 
if UPS fails to comply.  Pet. App. 504a–05a.  The 
PACT Act does not federalize enforcement of private 
contracts; it provides two alternative bases for liabil-
ity:  the AOD if it remains operative nationwide, or 
the PACT Act.  In no circumstance does the PACT Act 
provide for liability under both.   

The Second Circuit’s error is further laid bare by 
Section 376a(e)(3)(B)(ii)(II), which provides that any 
tobacco delivery settlement agreement other than the 
specified settlements with New York also entitles a 
carrier to exemption under the PACT Act, so long as 
it is an “active agreement between a common carrier 
and a State that operates throughout the United 
States to ensure that no [illegal] deliveries of ciga-
rettes or smokeless tobacco shall be made.”  That pro-
vision says nothing about the carrier fully or substan-
tially complying with such an agreement.  Thus, un-
der the court of appeals’ interpretation, common car-
riers that enter into a tobacco delivery settlement af-
ter the enactment of the PACT Act are better off than 
those common carriers, like UPS, that did so before 
the enactment of the PACT Act, because only the lat-
ter are subject to the Second Circuit’s substan-
tial-compliance requirement.  The imposition of such 
an arbitrary and disparate regime is inconsistent with 
this Court’s instruction that courts are to “inter-
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pret [a] statute as a symmetrical and coherent regula-
tory scheme.”  FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco 
Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 133 (2000) (quotation marks 
omitted).   

The Second Circuit’s interpretation suffers from 
the additional defect that with such an amorphous 
standard for compliance, UPS “could only know after 
trial whether it had sufficiently ‘honored’ the AOD to 
qualify” for the exemption.  Pet. App. 106a; see also 
Pet. App. 107a (“The statute provides no standard for 
deciding whether UPS honored the AOD in the way 
posited by the majority”).  With no meaningful guid-
ance as to how much compliance with the AOD is 
needed to sufficiently “honor[]” it to the Second Cir-
cuit’s satisfaction, UPS is deprived of even the bare 
constitutional minimum of fair notice.  See FCC v. Fox 
Television Stations, Inc., 567 U.S. 239, 253 (2012) 
(“[L]aws which regulate persons or entities must give 
fair notice of conduct that is forbidden or required”).  
In particular, under the court of appeals’ reading, en-
tities like UPS are left uncertain as to whether they 
are subject to the primary obligation the PACT Act 
imposes on common carries:  to refrain from delivering 
packages for specified shippers on the Act’s regularly 
updated list.  See 15 U.S.C. § 376a(e).  UPS could face 
(as is it did here) the imposition of penalties for these 
and other even more technical provisions (see, e.g., id. 
§ 376a(e)(4)(B) (recordkeeping requirement)), even 
though it had no idea prior to litigation it was even 
subject to those requirements.  This perplexing ap-
proach is not what Congress intended.    

The Second Circuit justified this vagueness on the 
ground that “[w]hatever ambiguities might exist at 
the margins” about UPS’s compliance, the facts here 
made this an “easy” case.  Pet. App. 57a (citing Holder 
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v. Humanitarian Law Project, 561 U.S. 1, 20 (2010)).  
But just because application of a particular interpre-
tation of a statute would not be absurd (or unconstitu-
tional) in all potential circumstances does not render 
that interpretation permissible, let alone tenable.  
And regardless, whatever the views of the court of ap-
peals in hindsight, this was no “easy” case:  It took 
more than two years to resolve and involved a full 
week of trial, thirty-eight witnesses, and more than 
1,000 documents.  The end result was to retroactively 
deprive UPS of statutory immunity based on its pur-
ported failure to audit roughly 0.00125% of its domes-
tic customers.  That is just the sort of scenario the ex-
emption/preemption provision should be read to 
avoid, and not, as the court of appeals held, to man-
date.   

B. The Second Circuit’s Decision Exposes 
Common Carriers To Multiplicative 
Liability  

The Second Circuit’s decision subverts Congress’s 
carefully constructed framework for addressing a 
problem of nationwide significance.  In inventing a 
new standard of substantial compliance, the court of 
appeals injected its own policy judgments into the law 
and rejected Congress’s fact finding regarding the ef-
fect and efficacy of the AOD.  And the court did so in 
the context of a statutory provision drafted with this 
specific common carrier in mind, all on the basis of a 
single word pulled out of context and repurposed to 
saddle UPS with triple liability, resulting in $80 mil-
lion in penalties.  This decision imposes liability on 
UPS under a statute that was never intended to apply 
to it in the first place.  That is an issue of national 
importance that warrants review by this Court. 
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Congress made a judgment as to where to draw 
the line for liability, and the Second Circuit’s decision 
abolishes it.  When the PACT Act’s exemption was 
drafted, Congress was aware that “[t]he three major 
common carriers—[UPS], FedEx, and DHL—all have 
such agreements with the New York State Attorney 
General’s office.”  H.R. Rep. No. 110-836, at 24 (2008).  
The Crime, Terrorism and Homeland Security Sub-
committee had “received testimony that these agree-
ments were effective at stopping the illegal shipments 
of cigarettes . . . [t]o consumers.”  Ibid.  Congress was 
thus fully apprised of all the facts relevant to the need 
for and proper scope of the exemption.  Courts are not 
to “second-guess congressional determinations and 
policy judgments of this order.”  Eldred v. Ashcroft, 
537 U.S. 186, 208 (2003).   

But that is precisely what the Second Circuit’s 
opinion does, undoing Congress’s careful work.  Con-
gress sought to ensure that the statute would not un-
reasonably burden the three primary commercial 
common carriers, and that it would actually protect 
them from state laws that might do so.  But in the 
court of appeals’ view, when Congress found that the 
AOD and the other agreements “were effective at stop-
ping the illegal shipments of cigarettes . . . [t]o con-
sumers” (H.R. Rep. No. 110-836, at 24)—thus justify-
ing the exemption—Congress was simply wrong.  
That judgment is beyond the province of the courts.  
In espousing its own view as to the proper scope of li-
ability, the Second Circuit disrupted Congress’s care-
fully prescribed framework for addressing a problem 
of national significance.  The court’s interpretation is 
contrary to Congress’s design for addressing the un-
lawful shipment of cigarettes and undermines Con-
gress’s express desire to “not place any unreasonable 
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burdens on” common carriers.  155 Cong. Rec. S5853 
(statement of Sen. Kohl). 

This case is also exceptional in that it concerns a 
statute that calls out UPS (and two other common car-
riers) by name, and specifically addresses an exemp-
tion crafted for the express purpose of ensuring that 
UPS is not subject to an “unreasonable burden[].”  155 
Cong. Rec. S5853 (statement of Sen. Kohl).  It is a rare 
case that this Court is called upon to interpret a single 
word in a statute, giving rise to $80 million in penal-
ties in the instant case and potentially more in others, 
in a statute identifying the litigant by name.  This is 
that rare case.  The Second Circuit’s decision rewrit-
ing Congress’s carefully crafted statute for addressing 
cigarette trafficking warrants review. 

CONCLUSION 

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be 
granted. 

Respectfully submitted. 
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